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Abstract
We investigate the role of the effective dimension dλ in determin-
ing both the statistical and the computational costs associated with
exp-concave stochastic minimization. Our main statistical result is a
nearly tight bound of order dλ{ǫ on the sample complexity of any algo-
rithm that approximately minimizes the empirical risk. Our main al-
gorithmic contribution is a fast preconditioned method that solves the
ERM problem in time O˜
´
min
!
λ
1
λ
`
nnzpAq ` d2
λ1
d
˘
: λ1 ě λ
)¯
, where
nnzpAq is the number of nonzero entries in the data.
Our results shed a light on two central sketching approaches named
“sketch-and-solve” and “sketch-to-preconditioning”. Our statistical re-
sult render the first approach redundant (in the context of bounded
exp-concave minimization). On the contrary, our computation results
highlight the efficacy of the latter approach. Our analysis emphasizes
interesting connections between leverage scores, algorithmic stability
and regularization, which might be of independent interest.
1 Introduction
Exp-concave stochastic optimization underlies many important machine learn-
ing problems such as linear regression, logistic regression and portfolio se-
lection. While the worst-case complexity of exp-concave stochastic opti-
mization is fairly understood ([23, 29, 19, 16]), a promising avenue is to
investigate these complexities under distributional assumptions. A common
distributional condition which can be exploited potentially is fast eigen-
decay (measured quantitatively by the notion of effective dimension (see
Equation (3))) ([13, 5, 26, 1]). Namely, in many machine learning problems,
the eigenvalues associated with the population covariance matrix exhibit a
1
fast decay, where the tail of the eigenvalues are significantly smaller than the
desired precision. Naturally, this phenomenon suggests a sketch-and-solve
approach, where a sufficiently accurate solution is obtained by projecting
the data onto a low-dimensional space and solving the smaller problem. In-
deed, many algorithmic ideas in this spirit have been suggested in the recent
years (e.g. [3, 26]).
A more sophisticated approach, which we name sketch-to-precondition
([2, 9]), is to enhance the performance of first-order optimization methods
via preconditioning, where the preconditioner is based on a coarse low-rank
approximation to the data matrix. The main message of our paper is as
follows:
Main message: The sample complexity of any algorithm minimizing
an exp-concave empirical risk scales optimally with the effective dimension,
rendering the sketch-and-solve approach useless in the statistical setting.
On the other hand, the sketch-to-precondition approach is effective for op-
timization and can be accelerated via model selection.
To illustrate this message, we next describe our results in the context of
both linear and Kernelized ℓ2-regression.
1.1 Results for Linear and Kernel ℓ2-regression
Consider the task of minimizing
F pwq “ 1
2
Epx,yq„DrpwJx´ yq2s , (1)
over a compact setW Ď Rd. Here, D is a distribution over Rdˆr´1, 1s which
satisfies Prx„Dx p@w P W |xw, xy| ď 1q “ 1. We denote the minimizer by
w‹. As usual, the input to the learning algorithm consists of an i.i.d. sample
S “ ppxi, yiqqni“1 „ Dn. Our focus is on algorithms that minimize the em-
pirical risk overW. Although regularization is not needed for generalization
purposes (as shown by [16]), for reasons that will become apparent soon, we
introduce a ridge parameter
λ fi
ǫ
B2
, B fi diampWq ,
and consider the minimization problem:
wˆλ fi argmin
#
Fˆλpwq fi 1
2n
nÿ
i“1
pwJxi ´ yiq2 ` λ
2
}w}2 : w PW
+
. (2)
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Tight sample complexity bound in terms of the effective dimen-
sion: we define the sample complexity n : Rą0 Ñ N as the minimal number
of samples required for ensuring that F pwˆq ´ F pw‹q ď ǫ. As we mentioned
above, sample complexity bounds for this formulation are well-understood.
Namely, results from [19, 29, 16] imply that that npǫq “ Θ
´
min
!
d
ǫ
, B
2
ǫ2
)¯
.
We refer to the leftmost term as a dimension-dependent fast rate (i.e., it
scales with 1{ǫ rather than with 1{ǫ2), whereas the right term is a dimension-
independent slow rate. While the above bound is tight, it can be significantly
improved if the spectrum of the covariance of the underlying data decays
fast. A common measure used to capture this decay is the effective dimen-
sion, defined by
dλ fi dλ
`
ExPDxrxxJs
˘
fi
dÿ
i“1
λi
λi ` λ, (3)
where λ1 ě . . . ě λd are the eigenvalues of the population covariance ma-
trix C “ ExPDxrxxJs. Clearly, dλ ď d. However, it is very typical that
most of the eigenvalues are dominated by λ, and consequently dλ ! d. For
example, if the spectrum decays exponentially, the effective dimension is
polylogarithmic in B ([13]). Our sample complexity bound in this setting is
as follows.
Theorem 1. The sample complexity of linear regression satisfies
npǫq “ O
ˆ
dλ
ǫ
˙
.
where λ “ ǫ
B2
.
We also prove a nearly matching lower bound (Theorem 6) in a high
accuracy regime and specify our bounds for several regimes of interest cor-
responding to eigendecay patterns.
Essentially, we enjoy the best of the two worlds, as our bound is is both
fast (in terms of ǫq and dimension-independent. Also note that the bound
is independent of the ℓ2 diameter, B. The only dependence on B is implicit
through the definition of λ. Indeed, while B can be trivially used to bound
the magnitude of the prediction, such a bound is often loose due to a failure
of the ℓ2-metric to capture the geometry of the problem (e.g., due to spar-
sity).
Redundancy of Sketch-and-Solve: It is instructive to examine the sketch-
and-solve approach ([26]), whereby one uses leverage score sampling to find
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a small p1 ˘ ǫq-spectral approximation to the empirical covariance (respec-
tively, the kernel) matrix using a subsample of size O˜
´
dλ
ǫ
¯
, and then solves
the corresponding smaller problem (see Section C of [26] for more details).
While there are relatively efficient methods for approximating the lever-
age scores, their computation is clearly more involved than sampling uni-
formly at random. In some sense, our sample complexity result shows that
the sketch-and-solve is redundant.1 Namely, our bound implies that the
same (additive) accuracy we can attain the same (additive) accuracy by
sampling a training sub-sequence of the same size uniformly at random.
Efficacy of Sketch-to-Precondition in Optimization: A different ap-
proach is to use ridge leverage score sampling in order to improve the con-
dition number of the optimization problem. Instead of aiming at p1 ˘ ǫq-
spectral approximation, we draw only O˜pdλq samples to compute a constant
spectral approximation to the empirical covariance matrix. This approx-
imation is used to reduce the condition number to a constant order (see
Section 5). Notably, maintaining this preconditioner (i.e., computing it and
multiplying any d-dimensional vector by its inverse) can be done in time
Opd2λdq. By endowing Gradient Descent (GD) with this preconditioner, we
can find an ǫ-approximate ERM in time O˜pnnzpAq ` d2λdq
As we discussed above, the regularization parameter used in practice
is often chosen via model selection. Both our sample and computational
complexity bounds shed light on the bias-complexity trade-off reflected by
the choice of λ. Namely, as we increase λ, the effective dimension (and hence
the complexity) become smaller, whereas the bias increases. In Section 6 we
show that even if we have already chosen a desired regularization parameter
λ (e.g., λ “ ǫ{B2q, as we describe next, we may still achieve a significant gain
by performing optimization with λ1 ą λ. Namely, the effective dimension
associated with λ1 ą λ might be much smaller, and we can compensate for
using a larger ridge parameter by repeating the optimization process Opλ1{λq
times. The main challenge we need to tackle is that the cost of computing the
effective dimension associated with each candidate parameter λ1 dominates
the entire optimization process. The main contribution described in Section
6 is a new algorithm which finds the best ridge candidate by iteratively
sharpening its estimates to the corresponding effective dimensions.
Theorem 2. There exists an algorithm that finds an ǫ-approximate mini-
1Note that the boundedness assumption is crucial here. Sketch-and-solve can be very
helpful when instances are not bounded (and instead of additive accuracy we aim at
multiplicative accuracy).
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mizer to (2) in time
O˜
ˆ
min
λ1ěλ
"
nnzpAq ` λ
1
λ
d2λ1d
*˙
.
In Appendix D we explain how the above results extend to the kernel
setting.
2 Related work
2.1 Sample complexity bounds
To the best of our knowledge, the first bounds for empirical risk minimiza-
tion for kernel ridge regression in terms of the effective dimension have been
proved by [31]. By analyzing the Local Rademacher complexity ([6]), they
proved an upper bound of OpdλB2{ǫq on the sample complexity. On the con-
trary, our bound has no explicit dependence on B. More recently, [13] used
compression schemes ([21]) together with results on leverage score sampling
from [26] in order to derive a bound in terms of the effective dimension with
no explicit dependence on B. However, their rate is slow in terms of ǫ.
Beside improving the above aspects in terms of accuracy, rate and ex-
plicit dependence on B, our analysis is arguably simple and underscores nice
connections between algorithmic stability and ridge leverage scores.
2.1.1 Online Newton Sketch
The Online Newton Step (ONS) algorithm due to [17] is a well-established
method for minimizing exp-concave loss functions both in the stochastic
and the online settings. As hinted by its name, each step of the algorithm
involves a conditioning step that resembles a Newton step. Recent papers
reanalyzed ONS and proved upper bounds on the regret (and consequently
on the sample complexity) in terms of the effective dimension ([22, 8]). We
note that using a standard online to batch reduction, the regret bound of
[22] implies the same (albeit a little weaker in terms of constants) sam-
ple complexity bounds as this paper. While ONS is certainly appealing
in the context of regret minimization, in the statistical setting, our paper
establishes the sample complexity bound irrespective of the optimization al-
gorithm used for the intermediate ERM step, thereby establishing that the
computational overhead resulted by conditioning in ONS is not required.2
2We also do not advocate ONS for offline optimization, as it does not yield linear rate
(i.e., logp1{ǫq iterations).
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2.2 Sketch-and-Solve vs. Sketch-to-Precondition
As we discussed above, the sketch-and-solve approach (e.g. see the nice
survey by [30]) has gained considerable attention recently in the context of
enhancing both discrete and continuous optimization ([22, 15, 14, 9]). As
we briefly mentioned above, a recent paper by [26] suggested to combine
ridge leverage score sampling with the Nystro¨m method to compute a spec-
tral approximation of the Kernel matrix. As an application, they consider
the problem of Kernel ridge regression and describe how this spectral ap-
proximation facilitates the task of finding ǫ-approximate minimizer in time
Opns2q, where s “ O˜pdλ{ǫq. Based on Corollary 4 (with n “ Opdλ{ǫq), our
complexity is better by factor of Ωpmint1{ǫ2, dλ{ǫuq.
We would like to stress that our results only obviate the necessity of
the sketch-and-solve approach in the statistical setting, where we assume
boundedness and aim at additive error bounds. On the other hand, most
of sketch-and-solve results (e.g., [26]) are multiplicative and do not require
boundedness.
The Sketch-to-precondition approach is more appealing in scenarios where
machine precision accuracy is required ([30][Section 2.6]). In Appendix 5 we
review this approach in detail and describe a corresponding preconditioned
GD that solves the empirical risk in time OpnnzpAq ` d2λdq (or Opn2 ` d2λn)
respectively in the Kernel setting). A different application of the sketch-to-
precondition approach, due to [2], focuses on polynomial Kernels and yields
an algorithm whose runtime resembles our running time but also scales ex-
ponentially with the polynomial degree.
3 Preliminaries
3.1 Problem Setting
We consider the problem of minimizing the expected risk
F pwq “ Epx,yq„DrφypwJxqs , (4)
over a compact and convex set W Ď Rd whose diameter is denoted by
B. Following [16], we assume that for all y P Y, φy is twice-continuously
differentiable and satisfies the following assumptions:
1. Lipschitzness: for all pw, xq PW ˆ X , |φ1ypwJxq| ď ρ.
2. Strong convexity: for all pw, xq PW ˆ X , φ2ypwJxq ě α.
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3. Smoothness:3 for all pw, xq PW ˆ X , φ2pwJxq ď β.
As noted in [16], our framework includes all known α{ρ2-exp-concave
functions. A prominent example illustrated below is bounded ℓ2-regression.
Further examples include logistic regression and log-loss ([17]).
Example 1. Bounded ℓ2-regression: let Y “ r´1, 1s and let W and X be
two compact sets in Rd such that @w PW and x P X , |wJx| ď 1. The loss is
defined by φypzq “ 12pz´ yq2. It is easily verified that α “ β “ 1 and ρ “ 2.
The input to the learning algorithm consists of an i.i.d. sample S “
ppx1,y1q, . . . , pxn, ynqq „ Dn. A popular practice is regularized loss mini-
mization (RLM) which, given a regularization parameter λ, is defined as
wˆλ fi argmin
wPW
Fˆλpwq fi argminw PW
¨
˚˝ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
φyipwJxiqloooomoooon
fipwq
`λ
2
}w}2
˛
‹‚ . (5)
We also define the unregularized empirical loss as
Fˆ pwq fi
nÿ
i“1
φyipwJxiq . (6)
The strong convexity of φ implies the following property of the empirical
loss (e.g. see Lemma 2.8 of [28]).
Lemma 1. Given a sample S, let wˆλ be as defined in Equation (5) . Then
for all w PW,
Fˆλpwq ´ Fˆλpwˆλq ě α
2
pw ´ wˆλqJ
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
xix
J
i `
λ
α
I
¸
pw ´ wˆλq .
3.2 Sketching via leverage-score sampling
In this section we define the notion of ridge leverage scores, relate it to
the effective dimension and explain how sampling according to these scores
facilitates the task of spectral approximation.
Given a sample px1, . . . , xnq, we define the data matrix by
A “ ra1, . . . , ans “ n´1{2rx1; . . . , xns P Rnˆd
3This assumptions is only required for our optimization results.
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Given a ridge parameter λ ą 0, we define the i-th leverage score by
τλ,i “ aJi
`
AJA` λI˘´1 ai.
It’s easily seen that dλ “
ř
τλi . The following lemma intuitively says that
the (ridge) leverage score captures the importance of the i-th example in
composing the column space of the covariance matrix. The proof is detailed
in Appendix F.
Lemma 2. For a ridge parameter λ ą 0 and for any i P rns, τλ,i is the
minimal scalar t ě 0 such that aiaJi ĺ tpAJA` λIq.
The notion of leverage scores give rise to a natural algorithm for spectral
approximation by sampling rows with probability proportional to the corre-
sponding ridge leverage scores. Before describing the sampling procedure,
we define the goal of spectral approximation.
Definition 1. (Spectral approximation) We say that a matrix A˜ is a
pλ, ǫq-spectral approximation to A if
1´ ǫ
1` ǫpA
JA` λIq ĺ A˜JA˜` λI ĺ AJA` λI
Definition 2. (Ridge Leverage Score Sampling) Let puiqni“1 be a se-
quence of ridge leverage score overestimates, i.e., ui ě τλ,i for all i. For
a fixed positive constant c ą 0 and accuracy parameter ǫ, define pi “
mint1, cǫ´2ui log du for each i P rns. Let Samplepu, ǫq denote a function
which returns a diagonal matrix S P Rnˆně0 , where Si,i “ pp1` ǫqpiq´1{2 with
probability pi and 0 otherwise.
Theorem 3. [24, 26] Let puiqni“1 be ridge leverage score overestimates, and
let S “ Samplepu, ǫq.4
1. With high probability, SA is a pλ, ǫq-spectral approximation to A.
2. With high probability, S has at most O˜pǫ´2}u}1q nonzero entries. In
particular, if τλ,i ď ui ď Cτλ,i for some constant C ą 1, then S has
at most O˜pǫ´2dλq nonzero entries.
3. There exists an algorithm which computes puiqni“1 with 12τλ,i ď ui ď τλ,i
for all i in time O˜pnnzpAq ` d2λdq
4We use the symbols c P p0, 1q, C ě 1 to denote global constants.
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3.3 Stability
In this section we define the notion of algorithmic stability, a common tool
to bound the generalization error of a given algorithm. Analogously to the
definition of wˆλ in (2), for each i P rns, we define wˆλ,i to be the predictor
produced by the algorithm on the sample Spiq, obtained from S by replacing
the ith example with a fresh i.i.d. pair px1i, y1iq. We can now define the
stability terms
∆i fi fipwˆλ,iq ´ fipwˆλq and ∆i1 fi fi1pwˆλq ´ fi1pwˆλ,iq.
The following theorem relates the expected generalization error to the ex-
pected average stability.
Theorem 4 ([7]). We have ES„DnrF pwˆλq ´ Fˆ pwˆλqs “ E
“
1
n
řn
i“1∆i
‰
.
4 Sample Complexity Bounds for Exp-Concave Min-
imization
In this section we show nearly tight sample complexity bounds for exp-
concave minimization based on the effective dimension. Let Cˆ “ 1
n
řn
i“1 xix
J
i .
Theorem 5. For any λ ą 0 the excess risk of RLM is bounded as follows:
ES„DnrF pwˆλq ´ F pw‹qs ď
8ρ2d λ
α
pCq
αn
` λ
2
B2
Choosing λ “ ǫ{αB2 gives us the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The sample complexity is bounded as npǫq ď
16ρ2d ǫ
αB2
pCq
αǫ
Remark 1. To obtain high-probability bounds (rather than in expectation)
we can employ the validation process suggested in [25].
Proof of Theorem 5. For a given sample S “ pxi, yiqni“1, define τˆ to be the
associated leverage scores with ridge parameter λ{α. We first use Theorem
4 to relate the excess risk to the average stability:
ErF pwˆλq ´ F pw˚qs “ ErF pwˆλq ´ Fˆ pwˆλqs
` ErFˆ pwˆλq ´ F pw˚qs ď ErF pwˆλq ´ Fˆ pwˆλqs
` ErFˆλpwˆλq ´ Fˆλpw˚qs ` λ
2
B2 ď E
”
n´1
ÿ
∆i
ı
` λ
2
B2
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It is left to bound the average stability. Towards this end we fix some i P rns.
By the mean value theorem there exists z “ αwˆλ`p1´αqwˆiλ with α P r0, 1s
such that ∆i “ φ1yipxJi zqxJi pwˆiλ ´ wˆλq. We now have that
∆i ď ρ ¨ |xJi pwˆiλ ´ wˆλq| “ ρ ¨
b
pwˆλ,i ´ wˆλqJxixJi pwˆiλ ´ wˆλq
ď ρ ¨
d
n ¨ τˆ ¨ pwˆλ,i ´ wˆλqJ
ˆ
Cˆ ` λ
α
I
˙
pwˆλ,i ´ wˆλq pLemma 2q
ď ρ ¨
c
2n ¨ τˆ
α
¨
b
pFˆλpwˆλ,iq ´ Fˆλpwˆλqq pLemma 1q
ď ρ ¨
c
2n ¨ τˆ
α
¨
c
∆i `∆i1
n
,
where the last inequality uses the fact that Fˆλpwˆλ,iq ´ Fˆλpwˆλq ď ∆i`∆
1
i
n
.
Similarly, ∆1i ď ρ ¨
b
2n¨τˆ p
α
¨
b
∆i`∆1i
n
, where τˆ p is the i-th ridge leverage score
corresponding to Spiq.
Combining the above and using the inequality pa ` bq2 ď 2a2 ` 2b2, we
obtain that
∆i `∆1i ď
4ρ2pτˆ ` τˆ pq
α
ñ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
p∆i `∆1iq ď
4ρ2
αn
nÿ
i“1
pτˆ ` τˆ pq .
Since ∆i and ∆
1
i (similarly, τˆ and τˆ p) are distributed identically, the result
now follows from the following lemma whose proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 3. Let x be a random variable supported in a bounded set of Rd
with ErxxT s “ C. Let Cˆ “ 1
n
řn
i“1 xix
T
i where xi are i.i.d copies of x. Then
we have that for any fixed λ ą 0
ErdλpCˆqs ď 2dλpCq
We now state a nearly matching lower bound on the sample complexity.
To exhibit a lower bound we consider the special case of linear regression.
Notably, our lower bound holds for any spectrum specification. The proof
appears in Appendix C
Theorem 6. Given numbers B ą 0 and λ1 ě . . . ě λd ě 0, define dλ “řd
i“1
λi
λi`λ
and Λ “ diagpλ1 . . . λdq5. Then for any algorithm there exist a
5For any x P Rd, diagpxq P Rdˆd is a diagonal matrix with ith entry xi
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distribution D over RdˆR such that for any algorithm that returns a linear
predictor wˆ, given n ě 2d{3 independent samples from D, satisfies
ES„Dm
„
Epx,yq„D
„
1
2
pwˆTx´ yq2

´ min
w:}w}ďB
E
„
1
2
pwˆTx´ yq2

ě dγ{pn¨B2q
n
for any γ satisfying
dγ{pn¨B2q ´
dÿ
i“1
˜
λi
λi ` γpn¨B2q
¸2
ď γ (7)
To put the bound achieved by Theorem 6 into perspective we specialize
the bound achieved for two popular cases for eigenvalue profiles defined in
[13]. We say that a given eigenvalue profile λ1 . . . λd ě 0 satisfies pC, pq
Polynomial Decay if there exists numbers C, p ą 0 such that λi ď Ci´p.
Similarly it satisfies C-Exponential Decay if there exists a number C ą 0
such that λi ď Ce´i. The following table specifies nearly matching upper
and lower bounds for polynomial and exponential decays (see exact state-
ments in Appendix E).
Decay Upper Bound Lower Bound
Polynomial Decay (degree p) O
ˆ
d ǫ
B2
ǫ
˙
Ω
˜
dp ǫ
B2
qp{pp`1q
ǫ
¸
Exponential Decay O
ˆ
d ǫ
B2
ǫ
˙
Ω˜
ˆ
d ǫ
B2
ǫ
˙
5 Sketch-to-precondition: an overview
In this section we describe in more detail the sketch-to-precondition ap-
proach and specify it to exp-concave stochastic optimization. This scheme
will serve as a basis for the acceleration technique presented in the next
section.
For concreteness, suppose we apply Gradient Descent (GD) to mini-
mize the regularized risk (5). Denote by Cˆ the empirical covariance matrix
1
n
řn
i“1 xix
J
i . As we assume that φy is β-smooth and α-strongly convex, it
can be easily verified that the entire regularized risk is pαλdpCˆq`λq-strongly
convex and pβλ1pCˆq`λq-smooth. Denote Fˆ ’s strong convexity and smooth-
ness parameters by αˆ and βˆ, respectively. The quantity κˆ “ βˆ{αˆ is referred
11
to as the condition number of the regularized risk. It is well known (e.g.,
see [27]) that GD converges after Opβˆ{αˆq iterations. Note that if the eigen-
decay is fast, the condition number may be much larger that the so-called
functional condition number
κ˜ fi
β ` λ
α` λ .
Preconditioning can be seen as a change of variable, where instead of op-
timizing Fˆ pwq over W, we optimize Fˆ pP´1{2wq over P 1{2W, where P ą 0
is called a preconditioner. It can be easily verified (e.g. see [14]) that this
operation amounts to replacing each instance xi with P
´1{2xi (after decom-
posing the regularization into a suitable form). Straightforward calculations
show that The Hessian of Fˆ at any point w becomes
P´1{2
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
φ2yipwJxiqxixJi ` λI
¸
P´1{2 .
Therefore, if P satisfies P ĺ Cˆ ` λI ĺ 3P , the smoothness and strong con-
vexity of φ imply that the resulted condition number is Opβ{αq “ Opκ˜q.
Using Theorem 3, we can compute a p1{2, λq-spectral approximation to
the data matrix in time O˜pnnzpAq ` d2λdq. Furthermore, multiplying any
d-dimensional vector with the inverse of this approximation can be done
in time Opd2λdq. Note that the gradient at some point w1t P P 1{2W is
P´1{2∇Fˆ pP´1{2w1tq. By maintaining both w1t and wt and assuming that
∇Fˆ pwq can be computed in time OpnnzpXqq, we are able to perform a sin-
gle step of preconditioned GD in time O˜pnnzpAq ` d2λdq. Overall, we obtain
the following result.
Theorem 7. There exists an algorithm that finds an ǫ-approximate mini-
mizer to (5) in time O˜pκ˜pnnzpAq ` d2λdqq.
In the Kernel setting we need to make some modifications to this scheme.
First, we need to form the Gram matrix in time Opn2q. Furthermore, as
the number of samples replaces the intrinsic dimension, maintaining the
preconditioner costs Opd2λnq rather than Opd2λdq.
Finally, we remark that by using more advanced first-order methods such
as Accelerated SVRG ([18, 20]), we can obtain a better dependence on κ.
However, to keep our presentation simple we stick to GD.
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6 Optimizing the Tradeoff between Oracle Com-
plexity and Effective Dimensionality
As explained in the introduction, given a ridge parameter λ, we may prefer
to perform optimization with a different ridge parameter λ1 ą λ in order to
accelerate the optimization process.
6.1 The Proximal Point algorithm: overview
Before quantifying the tradeoff reflected by the choice of λ1, we need to
explain how to reduce minimization w.r.t. Fˆλ to minimization w.r.t. Fˆλ1 .
The basic idea is to repeat the minimization process for λ1{λ epochs. We
demonstrate this idea using the Proximal Point algorithm (PPA) due to [12].
For a fixed w¯ P W, define Fˆλ,w¯pwq “ Fˆ pwq ` λ2 }w ´ w¯}2. Suppose we start
from w0 “ 0. At time t, we find a point wt satisfying
Fˆλ,wt´1pwtq ´ min
wPW
Fˆλ,wt´1pwq ď
cλ
λ1
ˆ
Fˆλ,wt´1pwt´1q ´ min
wPW
Fˆλ,wt´1pwq
˙
.
Lemma 4. [12] Applying PPA with λ1 ě λ yields ǫ-approximate minimizer
to Fˆλ after t “ O˜pλ1{λq epochs, i.e., Fˆλpwtq ´minwPW Fˆλpwq ď ǫ.
6.2 Quantifying the tradeoff
Applying PPA while using sketch-to-preconditioning as described in Section
5 yields the following complexity bound:
O˜
ˆ
min
"
λ1
λ
β
α
¨ `nnzpAq ` d2λ1d˘ : λ1 ě λ
*˙
Focusing on the (reasonable) regime where d2λ1d ě nnzpXq,6 we note that
dλ{dλ1 may be large as λ1{λ. Notably, while the deterioration in runtime
scales linearly on λ1{λ, the improvement in terms of dλ1{dλ is quadratic. For
instance, if dλ
dλ1
« λ1
λ
« ?d, the computational gain is Ωp?d).
Therefore, we wish to minimize the complexity term
ψpλ1q :“ λ
1
λ
d2λ1 (8)
over all possible λ1 ě λ. To this end, suppose that we had an access to an
oracle that computes dλ1 for a given parameter λ
1 ą 0. Using the continuity
6The term involving nnzpAq can be easily optimized w.r.t. the ridge parameter λ1.
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of the effective dimension, we could optimize the above quantity over a
discrete set of the form tλ, 2λ, . . . , 2C log dλu.7 The main difficulty stems
from the fact that the cost of implementing this oracle already scales with
d2λ1d.
6.3 Efficient tuning using undersampling
Our second main contribution is a novel approach for minimizing (8) in
negligible amount of time.
Theorem 8. There exists an algorithm which receives a data matrix A P
R
nˆd and a regularization parameter λ ą 0, and with high probability outputs
a regularization parameter λ¯ satisfying
λ¯
λ
d2
λ¯
“ Opψ‹q fi O
ˆ
min
λ1ěλ
"
λ1
λ
d2λ1
*˙
.
The runtime of the algorithm is O˜
´
nnzpXq `minλ1ěλ
!
λ1
λ
d2λ1d
)¯
.
Corollary 2. There exists an algorithm that finds an ǫ-approximate solution
to (5) in time
O˜
ˆ
min
"
λ1
λ
β
α
¨ `nnzpAq ` d2λ1d˘ : λ1 ě λ
*˙
The main idea behind Theorem 8 is that instead of (approximately) com-
puting the effective dimension for each candidate λ1, we guess the optimal
complexity ψ‹ and employ undersampling to test whether a given candidate
λ1 attains the desired complexity. The key ingredient to this approach is
described in the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let A P Rnˆd, λ1 ą 0 and m P Rą0. There exists an algorithm
that verifies whether dλ1pAJAq “ Opmq in time O˜pnnzpAq ` dm2q.
Proof. (of Theorem 8) Starting from a small constant C ą 0 as our “guess”
for ψ‹, we double our guess until finding a candidate λ1 which satisfies
the desired bound. According to Theorem 9, for each guess ψ˜ P Rą0 and
candidate λ1 ą 0, the complexity of verifying whether d2λ1 ď λλ1 ψ˜ is at most
O
´
λ
λ1
dψ˜
¯
“ Opdψ‹q. The number of such tests is logarithmic, hence the
theorem follows.
7Clearly, the optimal ridge parameter can not be larger than d3λ.
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6.3.1 Proof of Theorem 9
Inspired by [10, 11], our strategy is to use undersampling to obtain sharper
estimates to the ridge leverage scores. We start by incorporating an under-
sampling parameter α P p0, 1q into Definition 2.
Definition 3. (Ridge Leverage Score Undersampling) Let puiqni“1 be
a sequence of ridge leverage score overestimates, i.e., ui ě τλ,i for all i.
For some fixed positive constant c ą 0, accuracy parameter ǫ, define pi “
mint1, cǫ´2αui log du for each i P rns. Let Samplepu, ǫ, αq denote a function
which returns a diagonal matrix S P Rnˆně0 , where Si,i “ pp1` ǫqpiα q´1{2 with
probability pi and 0 otherwise.
Note that while we reduce each probability pi by factor α, the definition
of Si,i neglects this modification. Hence, our undersampling is equivalent to
sampling according to Definition 2 and preserving each row with probability
1 ´ α. By employing undersampling we cannot hope to obtain a constant
approximation to the true ridge leverage scores. However, as we describe in
the following theorem, this strategy still helps us to sharpen our estimates
to the ridge leverage scores.
Theorem 10. Let ui ě τλ,i for all i and let α P p0, 1q be an undersampling
parameter. Given S “ Samplepu, 1{2, αq, we form new estimates pupnewqi qni“1
by
u
pnewq
i :“ min
 
aipAJSJSA` λIq´1ai, ui
(
. (9)
Then with high probability, each u
pnewq
i is an overestimate of τλ,i and }upnewq}1 ď
3dλ{α.
The proof of the theorem (which is similar to Theorem 3 of [10] and
Lemma 13 of [11]) is provided in Appendix B. Equipped with this result,
we employ the following strategy in order to verify whether dλ “ Opmq.
Applying the lemma with α “ 6m{}u}1, we have that if dλ ď m then
}τ˜λ}1 ď n{2 . This gives rise to the following test:
1. If }upnewq}1 ď m, accept the hypothesis that dλ ď m.
2. If }upnewq}1 ě }u}1{2, reject the hypothesis that dλ ď m.
3. Otherwise, apply Theorem 10 to obtain a new vector of overestimates,
pupnewqqni“1.
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Proof. (of Theorem 9) Note that the rank of the matrix SA is O˜pmq with
high probabilty. Hence, each step of the testing procedure costs O˜pnnzpAq`
m2dq.8 Since our range of candidate ridge parameters is of logarithmic size
and each test consists of logarithmic number of steps, the theorem follows
using the union bound.
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8Namely, we can compute pA˜A˜J ` λIq´1 in time Opm2dq. Thereafter, computing
pτ˜iq
n
i“1 can be done in time OpnnzpAqq.
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A Concentration of The Effective Dimension
Proof of Lemma 3. Let λ ą 0 and denote the spectral decomposition of C
by
řd
i“1 λiuiu
J
i . Let k “ argmaxtj P rds : λj ě λu. Note that
@i P rks λi
λi ` λ ě
λi
2λi
“ 1
2
, @i ą k λi
λi ` λ ě
λi
2λ
.
Therefore,
dλpCq “
kÿ
i“1
λi
λi ` λ `
ÿ
iąk
λi
λi ` λ ě
1
2
˜
k `
ÿ
iąk
λi
λ
¸
(10)
Denote the eigenvalues of Cˆ “ 1
n
řn
i“1 xix
J
i by λˆ1, . . . , λˆd. Since for any
i P rds, λi
λi`λ
ď 1, we have that
dλpCˆq “
kÿ
i“1
λˆi
λˆi ` λ
`
ÿ
iąk
λˆi
λˆi ` λ
ď k `
ÿ
iąk
λˆi
λˆi ` λ
ď k `
ř
iąk λˆi
λ
. (11)
We now consider the random variable
ř
iąk λˆi. To argue about this random
variable consider the following identity which follows from the Courant-
Fisher min-max principle for real symmetric matrices.ÿ
iąk
λˆi “ min
!
trpV JCˆV q : V P Rdˆk, V JV “ I
)
.
Let Uiąk be the dˆd´k matrix with the columns uk`1 . . . ud. We now have
that
Er
ÿ
iąk
λˆis “ min
!
trpV JCˆV q : V P Rdˆk, V JV “ I
)
ď min
!
E
”
trpV JCˆV q
ı
: V P Rdˆk, V JV “ I
)
ď E
”
trpUJiąkCˆUiąkq
ı
“ trpUJiąkCUiąkq
“
ÿ
iąk
λi (12)
Combining Equation (10), Equation (11) and Equation (12) and taking
expectations we get that
ErdλpCˆqs ď 2dλpCq
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B Ridge Leverage Score Undersampling
In this section we prove Theorem 10. The next lemma intuitively says only
a small fraction of A1s rows might have a high leverage score.
Lemma 5. Let A P Rnˆd, λ ą 0 and denote by dλ the effective dimension of
A. For any u P Rną0 there exists a diagonal rescsaling matrix W P r0, 1snˆn
such that for all i P rns, τλ,ipWAq ď ui and
ř
i:Wi,i‰1
ui ď dλ .
Proof. We prove the lemma by considering a hypothetical algorithm which
constructs a sequence pW p1q,W p2q, . . .q of nˆ n diagonal matrices s.t. W ptq
converges to some W which possesses the desired properties. Initially, the
algorithm sets W p1q “ I. At each time t ą 1 it modifies a single entry Wi,i
corresponding to (any) index i P rns for which τλ,ipWAq ą ui; namely, it
chooses W
pt`1q
i,i P p0, 1q such that τλ,ipW pt`1qAq “ ui . It is not hard to verify
the following (e.g., see Lemma 5 and 6 of [10]):
• We can always find W
pt`1q
i,i such that τλ,ipW pt`1qAq “ ui.
• For any j ‰ i, τλ,jpW pt`1qAq ě τλ,jpW ptqAq.
• Since the entries of W ptq are bounded and monotonically decreasing,
W ptq ÑW P r0, 1snˆn satisfying τλ,ipWXq ď ui.
It is left to show that indeed,
ř
i:Wi,i‰1
ui ď dλ . Let k be the first iteration
such that W
pkq
i,i ‰ 0 for all i P tj : Wj,j ‰ 1u. For each such i, consider
the last iteration ki ď k where we reduced Wi,i such that τλ,ipW kiq “ ui.
As was mentioned above, in any intermediate iteration t P tki ` 1, . . . , ku,
we could only increase the i-th leverage score. Therefore, τλ,ipW pkqAq ě ui.
Since W ĺ I, it follows that
ÿ
i:Wi,i‰1
ui ď
ÿ
i:Wi,i‰1
τλ,ipW pkqAq ď
nÿ
i“1
τλ,ipW pkqAq .
ď tr
˜
XJ
´
W pkq
¯2
X
ˆ
XJ
´
W pkq
¯2
A` λI
˙´1¸
ď
dÿ
i“1
λipAJ
`
W pkq
˘2
Aq
λipAJ
`
W pkq
˘2
Aq ` λ
ď
dÿ
i“1
λipAJAq
λipAJAq ` λ “ dλ .
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Proof. (of Theorem 10) By Lemma 5, there exists a diagonal matrix W P
r0, 1snˆd satisfying
@i τλ,ipWAq ď αui, α
ÿ
i:Wi,i‰1
ui ď dλ .
Therefore,
nÿ
i“1
u
pnewq
i ď
ÿ
i:Wi,i“1
aJi
`
AJSJSA` λI˘´1 ai ` ÿ
Wi,i‰1
τ˜λ,i
ď
ÿ
i: Wi,i“1
aJi
`
AJSJSA` λI˘´1 ai ` dλ
α
.
We would like to upper bound the first term in the RHS. Since W ĺ I, for
all i P rns,
aJi pAJSJSA` λIq´1ai ď aJi pAJWSJSWA` λIq´1ai
Also, it is clear that for any i for which Wi,i “ 1,
aJi pAJWSJSWA` λIq´1ai “ pWAqJi,:pAJWSJSWA` λq´1pWAqi,:
Finally, since the sampling matrix S was chosen according to pαuiqni“1, which
form valid overestimates of pτλ,ipWAqqni“1, Theorem 3 implies that with high
probability,
1
2
AJW 2A ĺ AWSJSWA ĺ AJW 2A .
ñ p@i P rnsq pWAqJi,:pAJWSJSWA` λIq:pWAqi,: ď 2τλ,ipWAq
We deduce that
ÿ
i:Wi,i“1
u
pnewq
i ď 2
ÿ
i:Wi,i“1
τλ,ipWAq ď 2
nÿ
i“1
τλ,ipWAq ď 2dλ .
All in all,
nÿ
i“1
τ 1λ,i ď
3dλ
α
.
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C Proof of Our Lower Bound
Proof of Theorem 6. Owing to Yao’s minimax principle, it is sufficient to
exhibit a randomized choice of data distributions against which a determin-
istic algorithm achieves an excess risk lower bounded as above. To this end
consider X “ t?dλ1 e1, . . . ,
?
dλd edu and Y “ t´1, 1u. Define the random-
ized choice of data distribution by selecting a vector σi „ t´1, 1ud uniformly
randomly. The randomized distribution is now defined as first defining the
marginal distribution over x as
Prpx “ eiq “ 1{d i “ 1 . . . d
Further given σ the conditional distribution of y is defined as
Pr
”
y “ ˘1|X “
a
dλiei
ı
“ 1
2
p1˘ σibq ,
where b “ ad{6m. Note that ErxxJs “ Λ. Consider the following defini-
tions
F pwq fi E
„
1
2
pwTx´ yq2

Further for any λ ą 0 define
Fλpwq fi F pwq ` λ
2
}w}2 w˚λ fi argmin
wPRd
Fλpwq
A straightforward calculation shows that
pw‹λqi “
b?
d
?
λi
λi ` λ σi .
Further via complementary slackness we have that there exists some λ˚ for
which }w˚λ} “ B. First note that since }wˆ} ď B “ }w˚λ}, we have that
F pwˆq ´ F pw‹λ˚q ě Fλ˚pwˆq ´ Fλ˚pw‹λ˚q. (13)
Therefore it is sufficient to bound the quantity on the RHS which the fol-
lowing claim shows.
Claim 1. There exists a constant c such that for any λ ą 0,
ErFλpwˆqs ´ Fλpw‹λq “ Ω
ˆ
dλ
n
˙
Further we have that
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Claim 2. For any γ ą 0 define λpγq “ γ
n¨B2
. We have that λpγq ě λ˚ if the
following holds
dλpγq ´
dÿ
i“1
ˆ
λi
λi ` λpγq
˙2
ď γ
Putting together Equation (13) and Claims 1 and 2 gives us that if γ
satisfies Equation (7) we have that
ErF pwˆqs ´ F pw‹λ˚q ě ErFλ˚pwˆqs ´ Fλ˚pw‹λ˚q ě Ω
ˆ
dλ˚
n
˙
ě Ω
ˆ
dλpγq
n
˙
which finishes the proof.
Proof of Claim 2. Note that for any γ to ensure that λpγq ě λ˚ if and only
if }w˚
λpγq} ď B. To check the latter consider the following
}w˚λpγq}2 “
dÿ
i“1
b2
d
¨ λipλi ` λpγqq2 “
1
n ¨ λpγq
dÿ
i“1
ˆ
λi
λi ` λpγq ´
λ2i
pλi ` λpγqq2
˙
ď B2
where the inequality follows from the definition of λpγq and the condition
on γ.
Proof of Claim 1. Consider the following equations
ErFλpwˆq ´ Fλpw‹λqs “ E}wˆ ´ w‹}2Λ`λ
ě E
«
dÿ
i“1
pλi ` λq pw˚λq2i q1wˆipw‹λqiď0
ff
“ E
«
b2
d
dÿ
i“1
ˆ
λi
λi ` λ
˙
¨ 1wˆipw‹λqiď0
ff
“ b
2
d
dÿ
i“1
λi
λi ` λ ¨ Pr rwˆi ¨ pw
˚
λqi ď 0s . (14)
We will now consider the term Pr rwˆi ¨ pw˚λqi ď 0s. Note that since σi has
the same sign as pw˚λqi, we have that
Pr rwˆi ¨ pw˚λqi ď 0s “ Prrwi ě 0|σi ď 0s ` Prrwi ď 0|σi ě 0s
“ 1´ Prrwi ď 0|σi ď 0s ` Prrwi ď 0|σi ě 0s
ě 1´ |Prrwi ď 0|σi ď 0s ´ Prrwi ď 0|σi ě 0s|
ě 1´ 1
2
b
DKL
`
p pS|σi ď 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
p pS|σi ě 0q
˘
(15)
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Since S is composed of n i.i.d instances we can use the chain rule to obtain
that
DKL
`
p pS|σi ď 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
p pS|σi ě 0q
˘ “ m¨DKL `p ppx, yq|σi ď 0q ˇˇˇˇ p ppx, yq|σi ě 0q˘
(16)
Further we have that
p ppx, yq|σiq “ 1
d
¨ p ppx, yq|σi, x “ eiq `
ˆ
1´ 1
d
˙
p ppx, yq|σi, x ‰ eiq
We can now use the joint convexity of KL divergence to obtain that
DKL
`
p ppx, yq|σi ď 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
p ppx, yq|σi ě 0q
˘ ď
1
d
¨DKL
`
p ppx, yq|σi ď 0, xi “ eiq
ˇˇˇˇ
p ppx, yq|σi ě 0, xi “ eiq
˘
`
ˆ
1´ 1
d
˙
DKL
`
p ppx, yq|σi ď 0, xi ‰ eiq
ˇˇˇˇ
p ppx, yq|σi ě 0, xi ‰ eiq
˘
Note that the distribution on px, yq is independent of σi conditioned on
xi ‰ ei and therefore the second term above is zero and therefore we have
that
DKL
`
p ppx, yq|σi ď 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
p ppx, yq|σi ě 0q
˘ ď 1
d
¨DKL
`
p py|σi ď 0, xi “ eiq
ˇˇˇˇ
p py|σi ě 0, xi “ eiq
˘
The RHS now is the KL divergence between two Bernoulli random variables
with parameters 1
2
p1 ` bq and 1
2
p1 ´ bq respectively. Following arguments
similar to [29](Lemma 4) this can be seen to be bounded by 6b2 when b ď 1{2.
Therefore we have that
DKL
`
p ppx, yq|σi ď 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
p ppx, yq|σi ě 0q
˘ ď 6b2
d
Putting the above together with Equation (14),Equation (15) and Equa-
tion (16) we get that
ErFλpwˆq´Fλpw‹λqs ě
b2
d
dÿ
i“1
λi
λi ` λ ¨
˜
1´
c
3nb2
d
¸
ě 0.28 ¨ b
2 ¨ dλ
d
“ Ω
ˆ
dλ
n
˙
Proof of Corollary 5. The proof in both cases follows by choosing γ to ensur-
ing that dγ{n¨B2 ď γ and using Theorem 6. For the case of pC, pq-polynomial
decay it can be seen using Theorem 11 that the condition is satisfied by
choosing γ “
´
C
p´1
¯1{pp`1q `
1
n¨B2
˘ p
p`1 ` 2 and in the case of C-exponential
decay it can be obtained by setting γ “ Op logpn¨B2q logplogpn¨B2qq
n¨B2
q.
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D Kernel ℓ2-regression
Let φ : Rd Ñ H be a feature mapping into a (possibly infinite-dimensional)
Hilbert space H. Similarly to (1), we consider the minimization of F pwq “
1
2
Epx,yq„Drpxw, xy´yq2s over a compact and convex subsetW Ď H. We may
also assume that predictions are bounded by 1 and denote the diameter of
W by B. Since Theorem 1 does not depend on the intrinsic dimension, we
conclude the following.9
Corollary 3. Theorem 1 holds also in the kernel setting.
To extend our algorithmic ideas, we consider the minimization of the
dual of (2):
Fˆλpαq “ 1
2n
}Kα´ y}2 ,
where Ki,j “ xxi, xjy is the Gram matrix. Since the eigenvalues of the Gram
matrix coincide with those of the empirical covariance matrix, the effective
dimension associated with 1
n
K coincides with the effective dimension of the
primal problem. Consequently, applying preconditioned GD to the dual
problem yields the same convergence rate, albeit forming the Gram matrix
yields an additional cost of order n2. However, due to our sample complexity
bounds, we can bound n by Opdλ{ǫq. Overall, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4. There exists an algorithm that finds ǫ-approximate minimizer
w.r.t. Kernel ℓ2-regression in time
O
ˆ
min
λ1ěλ
λ1
λ
ˆ
d2λ1
ǫ2
` d
3
λ1
ǫ
˙˙
E Sample Complexity Bounds for Common Decay
Patterns
Theorem 11. ([13]) Given an eigenvalue profile Λ “ λ1, . . . λd ě 0, define
dλ “
řd
i“1
λi
λi`λ
. We have that
• If Λ satisfies pC, pq-Polynomial Decay, then dλ ď
´
C
pp´1qλ
¯1{p
.
9While the proof of the theorem refers to the empirical covariance matrix (which re-
quires more careful treatment in the infinite dimensional case), we can always use random
features as in [4] to enforce finite dimensionality without critically modifying any quantity
appearing in our analysis.
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• If Λ satisfies C-Exponential Decay, then dλ ď log
´
C
pe´1qλ
¯
.
Combining Theorem 11 with Theorem 6 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5. Given numbers B ą 0 and an eigenvalue profile Λ “ λ1 ě
. . . ě λd ě 0. Then there exists sets X ,Y and a distribution over X ,Y such
that for any algorithm that returns a linear predictor wˆ given m ě 2d{3
independent samples from D satisfies
• If Λ has pC, pq-polynomial decay then
ES„Dm
„
Epx,yq„D
„
1
2
pwˆTx´ yq2

´ min
w:}w}ďB
E
„
1
2
pwˆTx´ yq2

ě Ω
¨
˝d´ 1n¨B2 ¯p{pp`1q` 1n¨B2
n
˛
‚
• If Λ has C-exponential decay then
ES„Dn
„
Epx,yq„D
„
1
2
pwˆTx´ yq2

´ min
w:}w}ďB
E
„
1
2
pwˆTx´ yq2

ě Ω
¨
˝d logpn¨B2q log logpn¨B2qn¨B2
n
˛
‚
F Technical Lemmas
Proof. (of Lemma 2) Fix a scalar t ą 0. By definition, aiaJi ĺ tpAJA`λIq
if and only if for every vector v P Rd,
vJaia
J
i vi ĺ tv
JpAJA` λIqv
Substituting v “ pAJA ` λIq:{2u, we get that aiaJi ĺ tpAJA ` λIq if and
only if for every u P Rd,
uJpAJA` λIq:{2pAJA` λIqpAJA` λIq:{2u ď t
Using that pAJA ` λIq:{2aiaJi pAJA ` λIq:{2 is a rank-1 matrix, the above
equivalence can be rewritten as follows:
aia
J
i ĺ tpAJA` λIq ô pAJA` λIq:{2aiaJi pAJA` λIq:{2 ĺ tI
ô λ1ppAJA` λIq:{2aiaJi pAJA` λIq:{2q ď t
ô trppAJA` λIq:{2aiaJi pAJA` λIq:{2q ď t
ô aJi pAJA` λIq:{2pAJA` λIq:{2ailooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
τλ,ipAq
ď t ,
27
where the last equivalence stems from the cyclic invariance of the trace.
The chain of equivalences implies that τλ,i is the minimal scalar for which
aia
J
i ĺ tpAJA` λIq.
28
